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A long-lived charge-separated (CS) state, which can be observed even at 900µs after laser excitation, has
been attained in the formanilide-anthraquinone dyad (FA-AQ ) in dimethyl sulfoxide, whereas the CS lifetime
is shortened significantly to 20 ps in the ferrocene-formanilide-anthraquinone triad (Fc-FA-AQ). Such a
drastic decrease in the CS lifetime by the addition of a ferrocene moiety to theFA-AQ dyad is ascribed to
a decrease in the driving force of back electron transfer and an increase in the reorganization energy of
electron transfer despite the longer charge-separation distance. TheFA-AQ dyad and theFc-FA-AQ triad
have been employed as components of photovoltaic cells, where composite molecular nanoclusters of the
FA-AQ dyad or theFc-FA-AQ triad with fullerene (C60) are assembled onto a SnO2 electrode using an
electrophoretic method. The composite films of theFc-FA-AQ triad exhibit 10 times smaller values of an
incident photon-to-photocurrent efficiency (IPCE) as compared with those of theFA-AQ dyad in accordance
with a drastic decrease of the CS lifetime by addition of a ferrocene moiety to theFA-AQ dyad.

Introduction

The most common strategy to achieve long-lived charge-
separated (CS) states makes use of multistep short-range
photoinduced electron-transfer reactions along well-designed
redox gradients.1-11 The natural photosynthetic reaction center
executes such multistep photoinduced electron-transfer processes
to attain the final CS state with a long lifetime (τ ) ∼1 s) as
well as with unit efficiency.1 The resulting CS energy is
effectively converted into chemical energy.1 However, it should
be noted that a significant amount of energy is lost during the
multistep electron-transfer processes, because each step loses a
fraction of the initial excitation energy. Theoretically it is
possible to attain a long-lived CS state by a one-step photoin-
duced electron transfer in a donor (D)-acceptor (A) dyad
provided that the driving force of charge recombination
(-∆GCR) is much larger than the reorganization energy (λ) of
electron transfer, because the charge recombination (CR) rate
is expected to decrease with an increase of the driving force in
the Marcus inverted region:-∆GCR > λ.12 In most cases,
however, it has been difficult to realize such a situation because
of the low-lying excited state of a donor or acceptor component,
which can intercept the back electron-transfer process to the
ground state. In this context, we have designed and synthesized
simple D-A dyads which have higher local excited states than
the CS states to attain extremely long-lived CS states.13,14Simple

D-A dyads, which have long-lived CS states, have great
advantages with regard to synthetic feasibility and practical
applications as compared with the more sophisticated molecular
triad, tetrad, pentad, and so forth. When a dyad is extended to
a triad, the longer charge-separation distance in the triad as
compared with the dyad usually results in a decrease in the
electron coupling term, leading to an increase in the CS
lifetime.10,11If the CR process of a dyad is deeply in the Marcus
inverted region, however, the extension of a dyad to a triad
results in less driving force of the CR process, which would
lead to a decrease in the CS lifetime despite the longer charge-
separation distance. Such a decrease in the CS lifetime from a
dyad to the corresponding triad has yet to be reported.

We report herein a drastic decrease in the CS lifetime from
a simple D-A dyad to a triad (D′-D-A). The simple dyad
employed in this study is the formanilide-anthraquinone dyad
(FA-AQ ), to which ferrocene is connected to afford the triad
(Fc-FA-AQ) as shown in Chart 1. An extremely long-lived CS
state, which can be observed even at 900µs after laser excitation,
has been attained inFA-AQ , whereas the triadFc-FA-AQ has
an extremely short CS lifetime (20 ps). Such a drastic difference
in the CS lifetimes is shown to be well-reflected in the
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photoelectochemical properties of the composite films ofFA-
AQ andFc-FA-AQ with fullerene clusters.

Experimental Section

Materials. All solvents and chemicals were of reagent grade
quality, obtained commercially and used without further puri-
fication unless otherwise noted. Thin-layer chromatography
(TLC) and flash column chromatography were performed with
Art. 5554 DC-Alufolien Kieselgel 60 F254(Merck), and Fujisilica
BW300, respectively. Nanostructured SnO2 films were cast on
an optically transparent electrode (OTE) by applying a 2%
colloidal solution obtained from Alfa Chemicals. The air-dried
films were annealed at 673 K. The details of the preparation of
SnO2 films on conducting glass substrate were reported else-
where.15 The SnO2 film electrode is referred as OTE/SnO2.
Dimeric 1-benzyl-1,4-dihydronicotinamide [(BNA)2] was pre-
pared according to the literature.16 The synthesis and charac-
terization of theFA-AQ dyad and theFc-FA-AQ triad were
reported previously.17

Spectral Measurements.The one-electron reduced species,
FA-AQ •- and Fc-FA-AQ•-, were produced by the chemical
reduction of FA-AQ and Fc-FA-AQ with the naphthalene
radical anion generated by naphthalene (0.5 g) in THF with
sodium (0.075 g), respectively. The concentration of the
naphthalene radical anion was determined by the appearance
of the absorption band at the characteristic peak of the
p-benzosemiquinone radical anion [ε(422 nm)) 6.0× 103 M-1

cm-1 in MeCN] produced by the titration of the naphthalene
radical anion top-benzoquinone. The spectral measurements
were performed on a Hewlett-Packard 8453 diode array spec-
trophotometer with a quartz cuvette (path length) 10 mm) at
298 K.

Time-Resolved Absorption Measurements.Femtosecond-
to-picosecond time-resolved absorption spectra were collected
using a pump-probe technique as described elsewhere.18 The
femtosecond pulses of the Ti:sapphire generator were amplified
by using a multipass amplifier (CDP-Avesta, Moscow, Russia)
pumped by a second harmonic of the Nd:YAG Q-switched laser
(model LF114, Solar TII, Minsk, Belorussia). The amplified
pulses were used to generate a second harmonic (420 nm) for
sample excitation (pump beam) and white continuum for time-
resolved spectrum detection (probe beam). The samples were
placed into 1-mm rotating cuvettes, and averaging of 100 pulsed
at 10 Hz repetition rate was used to improve the signal-to-noise
ratio. Typical response time of the instrument was 150 fs
(fwhm). A global multiexponential fitting procedure was applied
to process the data. The procedure takes into account the
instrument time response function and the group velocity
dispersion of the white continuum and allowed calculation of
the decay time constants and dispersion-compensated transient
absorption spectra. Nanosecond transient absorption measure-
ments were carried out using a Nd:YAG laser (Solar, TII) at
355 nm as an excitation source. The solution was deoxygenated
by argon purging for 15 min prior to the measurements.

The quantum yields were measured using the comparative
method.19 In particular, the strong fullerene triplet-triplet
absorption (788 nm) 18800 M-1 cm-1 in benzene;φT )
0.98)19 served as a probe to obtain the quantum yields for the
CS state.

Electrochemical Measurements.Electrochemical measure-
ments were performed on a BAS 100W electrochemical analyzer
in deaerated DMSO containing 0.1 M Bu4NPF6 (TBAPF6) as
supporting electrolyte at 298 K. A conventional three-electrode
cell was used with a platinum working electrode (surface area

of 0.3 mm2) and a platinum wire as the counter electrode. The
Pt working electrode (BAS) was routinely polished with a BAS
polishing alumina suspension and rinsed with acetone before
use. The measured potentials were recorded with respect to the
Ag/AgNO3 (0.01 M) reference electrode. The second-harmonic
alternating current voltammetry (SHACV) measurements were
carried out with a BAS 100B electrochemical analyzer in
deaerated DMSO containing 0.1 M Bu4NPF6 (TBAPF6) as
supporting electrolyte.20 All potentials (vs Ag/Ag+) were
converted to values vs SCE by adding 0.29 V.21 All electro-
chemical measurements were carried out under an atmospheric
pressure of Ar.

Electrophoretic Deposition of Cluster Films. An aliquot
(∼2 mL) of a mixed acetonitrile/toluene (3:1, v/v) solution of
FA-AQ (or Fc-FA-AQ) and C60 clusters was transferred to a
1-cm cuvette in which two electrodes (i.e., OTE/SnO2 and OTE;
optically transparent electrodes) were kept at a distance of∼6
mm using a Teflon spacer. A dc voltage (500 V) for 2 minutes
was applied between these two electrodes using a Fluke 415
power supply. The deposition of the film can be visibly seen
as the solution becomes colorless with simultaneous dark brown
coloration of the SnO2/OTE electrode. The SnO2/OTE electrodes
coated withFA-AQ /C60 clusters orFc-FA-AQ/C60 clusters are
referred to as OTE/SnO2/(FA-AQ+C60)n and OTE/SnO2/ (Fc-
FA-AQ+C60)n, respectively.

The UV-vis spectra were recorded on a Shimadzu 3101 or
a Cary 50 spectrophotometer. Transmission electron micrographs
(TEM) of C60 clusters were recorded by applying a drop of the
sample to a carbon-coated copper grid. Images were recorded
using a Hitachi H600 transmission electron microscope.

Photoelectrochemical Measurements.Photoelectrochemical
measurements were carried out in a standard three-compartment
cell consisting of a working electrode, a Pt wire gauze counter
electrode, and a saturated calomel reference electrode (SCE).
This configuration allowed us to carry out photocurrent mea-
surements under electrochemical bias. A Princeton Applied
Research (PAR) model 173 potentiostat and model 175 universal
programmer were used for recordingI-V characteristics. All
other photoelectrochemical measurements were carried out using
a Pt gauge counter electrode in the same cell assembly using a
Keithley model 617 programmable electrometer. The electrolyte
was 0.5 M NaI and 0.01 M I2 in acetonitrile. A collimated light
beam from a 150 W xenon lamp with a 370 nm cutoff filter
was used for excitation of (FA-AQ+C60)n and (Fc-FA-
AQ+C60)n films cast on SnO2 electrodes. A Bausch and Lomb
high-intensity grating monochromator was introduced into the
path of the excitation beam for the selected wavelength.

ESR Measurements.A quartz ESR tube (internal diameter:
4.5 mm) containing a deaerated acetonitrile/toluene (3:1, v/v)
solution of (FA-AQ+C60)n or (Fc-FA-AQ+C60)n or a DMSO
solution of FA-AQ was irradiated in the cavity of the ESR
spectrometer with the focused light of a 1000-W high-pressure
Hg lamp (Ushio-USH1005D) through an aqueous filter at low
temperature. The ESR spectra in frozen acetonitrile/toluene were
measured under nonsaturating microwave power conditions
using a JEOL X-band spectrometer (JES-RE1XE) with an
attached variable temperature apparatus. Theg values were
calibrated with an Mn2+ marker.

Theoretical Calculations.Density-functional theory (DFT)
calculations were performed on a COMPAQ DS20E computer.
Geometry optimizations were carried out using the Becke3LYP
functional and 6-31G(d) basis set22 with the restricted Hatree-
Fock (RHF) formalism and as implemented in the Gaussian 98
program.23 Graphical output of the computational results were
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generated with the Cerius2 software program developed by
Molecular Simulations Inc.

Results and Discussion

Photodynamics of the FA-AQ Dyad. The one-electron
oxidation (E0

ox) and reduction (E0
red) potentials of theFA-AQ

dyad were determined by cyclic voltammetry and second
harmonic AC votammetry (SHACV) as 1.37 V and-0.87 V
vs SCE, respectively (see Experimental Section). The driving
forces of CS (-∆GCS) and CR (-∆GCR) are summarized in
Table 1, where-∆GCSfor electron transfer from the formanilide
(FA) moiety to the triplet excited state of anthraquinone moiety
(3AQ*) is determined by subtracting the-∆GCR value from
the triplet excited energy (3AQ* ) 2.45 eV).24 The -∆GCR

value ofFA-AQ (2.24 eV) is smaller than the singlet and triplet
excited energy of each moiety of the dyad.24

The HOMO and LUMO orbitals of theFA-AQ dyad are
calculated by a DFT method with Gaussian 98 (B3LYP 6-31G-
(d) basis set) as shown in Figure 1, where the HOMO orbital is
localized on the FA moiety, whereas the LUMO orbital is
localized on the AQ moiety. Thus, photoinduced electron
transfer from the FA moiety to the AQ moiety in theFA-AQ
dyad is expected to produce the CS state (FA•+-AQ•-).

The occurrence of photoinduced electron transfer in theFA-
AQ dyad and formation of the CS state (FA•+-AQ•-) was
confirmed by the femtosecond pump-probe measurements (see
Experimental Section). Transient component spectra ofFA-AQ
in DMSO (-∆GCR ) 2.24 eV) obtained by femtosecond pump-
probe measurements (excitation at 420 nm) are shown with the
lifetimes of 0.4, 1.7, and. 50 ps in Figure 2. The singlet excited

state (1AQ*) after excitation has an absorption band around 720
nm (not shown) with the lifetime of 0.4 ps. The singlet state
absorption at 720 nm is transformed to a new absorption at 690
nm as indicated by the mirror image of the component spectra
in Figure 2 with the lifetime of 0.4 ps.25 The observed rate
constants are virtually the same as the reported rate constants
of ISC (intersystem crossing) processes of quinone derivatives.26

TABLE 1: Redox Potentials, Driving Forces of CS (-∆GCS)
and CR (-∆GCR), Lifetimes of CS (τCS) and CR (τCR)

dyad (D-A)
E0

OX, Va

D•+/D
E0

red, Va

A/A •-
-∆GCS,

eVb
-∆GCR,

eV τCR τCS
b

FA-AQ 1.37 -0.87 0.21 2.24 >900µs 1.7 ps
Fc-FA-AQ 0.30 -0.86 1.29 1.16 20 ps 0.7 ps

a vs SCE.b CS from3AQ* to FA or Fc.

Figure 1. (a) HOMO and (b) LUMO orbitals of theFA-AQ dyad
calculated by a DFT method with Gaussian 98 (B3LYP 6-31G(d) basis
set).

Figure 2. Time-resolved transient component spectra ofFA-AQ with
lifetimes 0.45 ps (4), 1.7 ps (b), and.50 ps (O) obtained by global
three-exponential fit, photoexcitation at 420 nm in DMSO at 298 K.

Figure 3. (a) Time-resolved absorption spectra ofFA-AQ (2.0× 10-5

M) in deaerated DMSO at 298 K after photoexcitation at 355 nm [delay
time: 2µs (b), 20µs (O)]. (b) Absorption spectrum ofFA-AQ •- (1.0
× 10-4 M) produced by the chemical reduction ofFA-AQ with the
naphthalene radical anion in deaerated DMSO at 298 K.
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In fact, the transient component spectrum with the lifetime of
1.7 ps (Figure 2) is similar to the reported triplet-triplet (T-
T) absorption spectrum of AQ (monosubstituted AQ in 2-posi-
tion).27 Thus, the transient component spectrum at 1.7 ps
corresponds to the AQ T-T relaxation, accompanied by electron
transfer from the FA moiety to the3AQ* (2.45 eV) moiety.
The transient component spectrum at. 50 ps indicates the CS
state ofFA•+-AQ•-, where the transient absorption spectrum
in the longer wavelength (500-700 nm) may be ascribed to
the CS state, although the small absorption compared to the
strong3AQ* absorption has precluded the definitive assignment.

The transient absorption spectrum of the long-lived compo-
nent detected in the femtosecond pump-probe measurements

is now clearly observed by nanosecond laser flash photolysis
as shown in Figure 3a. Transient absorption spectra of a DMSO
solution ofFA-AQ (-∆GCR ) 2.24 eV) observed at 2µs and
20 µs after the laser pulse excitation (355 nm) agrees with the
absorption band ofFA-AQ •-, which was produced indepen-
dently by the one-electron reduction ofFA-AQ with the
naphthalene radical anion (Figure 3b). The absorption spectra
of semiquinone radical anions are known to be significantly
red-shifted as compared with those of the corresponding neutral
semiquinone radicals.28 For example, the anthraquinone radical
anion (AQ•-) has an absorption maximum at 543 nm,29 whereas
the absorption maximum of the neutral semiquinone radical (the
protonated form: AQH•) appears at 500 nm.30 In the case of
FA-AQ •- the absorption maximum (ca. 600 nm) is further red-
shifted as compared with that of AQ•-.31 Thus, the long-lived
transient absorption spectra in Figure 3a can be safely assigned
to the CS state:FA•+-AQ•-.32 The decay process of the CS
state obeys second-order kinetics at 560 nm due to AQ•- rather
than the usual first-order kinetics as shown in Figure 4. From
the second-order plot (inset of Figure 4), the second-order rate
constant was determined as 1.0× 1010 M-1 s-1, which is close
to the diffusion-limited value.33 Such a second-order decay
indicates that the process of intramolecular charge-recombination
(CR) is much slower than that of intermolecular CR between
two CS molecules as observed for donor-acceptor dyads which
have extremely long lifetimes.11,14The slow CR rate comes from
the large driving force of the back electron transfer inFA•+-
AQ•- (-∆GCR ) 2.24 eV), which is deep in the Marcus inverted
region, where the intramolecular CR rate decreases with an
increase of the driving force.12-14 In the case of intermolecular
CR, the larger solvent reorganization as compared with that of
the intramolecular CR in the CS state with a short linkage results

Figure 4. Decay time profile ofFA-AQ (2.0× 10-5 M) in deaerated
DMSO at 298 K after photoexcitation at 355 nm monitored at 560
nm. Inset: Second-order plot.

Figure 5. (a) Time profiles of the absorption decay at 650 nm (O) and the rise at 450 nm (b) for electron transfer from AQ•- of the CS state of
FA-AQ (2.0× 10-5 M) to p-benzoquinone (Q, 6.0× 10-4 M), and (b) time profiles of the absorption decay at 700 nm (O) and the rise at 410 nm
(b) for electron transfer from 9,10-dimethylanthracene (Me2An, 2.0× 10-4 M) to FA•+ of the CS state ofFA-AQ (2.0× 10-5 M) after photoexcitation
at 355 nm in deaerated DMSO at 298 K.
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in the faster CR rate, since the CR rate decreases with an
increase of the reorganization energy in the Marcus inverted
region.12-14

The existence of AQ•- in the CS state ofFA-AQ has been
further examined by an intermolecular electron transfer from
FA•+-AQ•- to p-benzoquinone (Q). This is shown in Figure
5a, where the rise time profile of absorbance at 450 nm due to
formation of Q•-, observed after photoexcitation ofFA-AQ in
the presence of Q, coincides with the decay time profile of
absorbance at 650 nm due to AQ•-. The existence of FA•+ in
the CS state has also been confirmed by the addition of 9,10-
dimethylanthracene (Me2An) to theFA-AQ system as shown
in Figure 5b, where the rise time profile of absorbance at 410
nm due to Me2An•+ coincides with the decay time profile at
700 nm due to FA•+.34

The quantum yield of the CS state inFA-AQ was determined
as 74% using the comparative method (see Experimental
Section).19

Photodynamics of the Fc-FA-AQ Triad. The ferrocene
moiety was attached toFA-AQ to afford the triad (Fc-FA-AQ)
in Chart 1. The one-electron oxidation potential (E0

ox) of Fc-
FA-AQ was determined as 0.30 V vs SCE for the Fc+/Fc redox
couple by the CV measurement, which is much lower than the
E0

ox (1.37 V) of FA-AQ for the FA•+/FA couple as shown in
Table 1, whereas the one-electron reduction potential (E0

red )
-0.86 V) for AQ/AQ•- in Fc-FA-AQ is virtually the same as
the E0

red (-0.87 V) in FA-AQ . Thus, the CS energy inFc+-
FA-AQ •- (1.16 eV) is much smaller than that inFA-AQ (2.24
eV).

Transient component spectra of a DMSO solution ofFc-FA-
AQ obtained by the femtosecond pump-probe measurements
are shown in Figure 6. The transient component spectrum due
to 1AQ* with the lifetime of 0.2 ps is transformed to that due
to 3AQ*, as indicated by the mirror image of the component
spectra in Figure 6a as is the case ofFA-AQ in Figure 2a.35

The lifetime of the3AQ* moiety in Fc-FA-AQ (0.7 ps) in Figure
6a is significantly shorter than the corresponding3AQ* lifetime
in FA-AQ (1.7 ps) in Figure 2a. This indicates that3AQ* decays
mainly via direct electron transfer from the Fc moiety to3AQ*
in addition to that from FA to3AQ*.36 The CS time constants
(τCS) of Fc-FA-AQ andFA-AQ are listed in Table 1. The faster
CS process ofFc-FA-AQ may result from the larger driving
force (-∆GCS ) 1.29 eV) as compared with that ofFA-AQ
(-∆GCS ) 0.21 eV).

The transient spectrum with the lifetime of 20 ps corresponds
to the CS state (Fc+-FA-AQ •-) by the comparison with the
absorption band due toFc-FA-AQ•-, which was generated by
the chemical reduction ofFc-FA-AQ, where Fc+ has much
lower extinction coefficient than AQ•-.37 The short lifetime of
Fc+-FA-AQ •- (τCR ) 20 ps in Table 1) shows sharp contrast
to the long lifetime ofFA•+-AQ•-, in which the intermolecular
CR process predominates over the intramolecular slow CR
process (vide supra). The fast CR rate inFc+-FA-AQ •- comes
from the small CR driving force (-∆GCR ) 1.16 eV) being
close to the Marcus top region, as compared with the large CR
driving force inFA•+-AQ•- (-∆GCR ) 2.24 eV), which is deep
in the Marcus inverted region. In fact, the reorganization energy
of self-exchange electron transfer of ferrocene (1.0 eV)38 is close
to the CR driving force inFc+-FA-AQ •- (-∆GCR ) 1.16 eV),
whereas the reorganization energy of self-exchange electron
transfer of aromatic amines (0.5 eV)39 is much smaller than the
CR driving force inFA•+-AQ•- (-∆GCR ) 2.24 eV).

Clusterization of the FA-AQ Dyad and the Fc-FA-AQ
Triad with C 60 in Mixed Solvent. The FA-AQ dyad with a
fast CS process and a long-lived CS state was employed as a
component of photovoltaic cells, where composite molecular
nanoclusters of theFA-AQ dyad and fullerene (C60) were
assembled onto a SnO2 electrode using an electrophoretic
method. For comparison, theFc-FA-AQ triad with a fast CS
process and a short-lived CS state was also employed as a
component of photovoltaic cells, where composite molecular
nanoclusters of theFc-FA-AQ triad and fullerene (C60) were
assembled onto a SnO2 electrode using an electrophoretic
method.FA-AQ , Fc-FA-AQ, and C60 are soluble in toluene,
but they are insoluble in acetonitrile. When a concentrated
solution ofFA-AQ (or Fc-FA-AQ) and C60 in toluene is mixed
with acetonitrile by a fast injection method, the molecules
aggregate to form stable clusters.40 The final solvent ratio of
mixed solvent was 3:1 (v/v) acetonitrile/toluene. Mixed cluster
aggregates were prepared by mixing equimolar solution ofFA-
AQ (or Fc-FA-AQ) and C60 in toluene (0.5 mL) and then
injecting into a pool of acetonitrile (1.5 mL). These optically
transparent composite clusters are stable at room temperature
and they can be reverted back to their monomeric forms by
diluting the solution with toluene.40-42

The absorption spectra ofFA-AQ and C60 in their clusters
form in acetonitrile/toluene (3:1, v/v) are compared with the
absorption spectrum of [(FA-AQ+C60)n] clusters together with
[(Fc-FA-AQ+C60)n] clusters in acetonitrile/toluene (3:1, v/v)
in Figure 7a. The composite clusters [(FA-AQ+C60)n] in the
mixed solvent exhibit more intense absorption in the visible

Figure 6. (a) Time-resolved component spectra ofFc-FA-AQ (1.0×
10-4 M) in DMSO at 298 K after photoexcitation at 420 nm [lifetimes:
0.2 ps (4), 0.7 ps (b), 20 ps (O)]. (b) Absorption spectrum ofFc-FA-
AQ•- (4.0 × 10-5 M) produced by the chemical reduction ofFc-FA-
AQ with the naphthalene radical anion in deaerated DMSO at 298 K.
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and near-infrared regions than individual clusters of C60. A
charge transfer (CT) type interaction between the donor (FA)
moiety and the acceptor (C60) may be responsible for the long-
wavelength absorption of the composite clusters in Figure 7a.43,44

To confirm the CT interaction between the donor and C60, the
absorption spectra of 1.2 mM C60 in tetrachloroethane, benzene,
and aniline were observed as shown in Figure 7b. The absorption
in the longer wavelength (600-800 nm) increases following
the sequence: in tetrachloroethane, benzene, and aniline, in
accordance with an increase in the electron donor ability of the
solvent. Figure 8 shows transmission electron micrograph (TEM)
images of the composite clusters, (FA-AQ+C60)n, (FA-
AQ+C60)n, and (C60)n.

As the solvents evaporate on the copper grid the clusters form
microcrystallites of well-defined shapes. The interaction between
FA-AQ and C60 (Figure 8a) orFc-FA-AQ and C60 (Figure 8b)
in the aggregated clusters plays an important role in dictating
the growth of the microcrystallites, where those composite
clusters have larger sizes with a networked structure than the
C60 clusters (Figure 8c).41,42 The composite clusters [(Fc-FA-
AQ+C60)n] in Figure 7a also show intense absorption in the
visible and near-infrared regions in the same manner as that of
[(FA-AQ+C60)n], which indicates CT interaction in [(Fc-FA-
AQ+C60)n] clusters in accordance with the TEM images.

Electrophoretic Deposition of the FA-AQ Dyad and the
Fc-FA-AQ Triad with C 60 Nanoclusters. The C60 clusters

prepared in acetonitrile/toluene mixed solvent can be assembled
electrophoretically as thin films on a conducting glass electrode
surface.40,41 Such an electrodeposition method was adopted to
prepare film of (FA-AQ+C60)n and (Fc-FA-AQ+C60)n on
nanostructured SnO2 films, which were cast on an optically
conducting glass electrode (referred to as OTE/SnO2). Upon
application of the dc electric field of 500 V between OTE/SnO2

and OTE electrodes which were immersed in parallel in a mixed
acetonitrile/toluene (3:1, v/v) solution containing (FA-AQ+C60)n

and (Fc-FA-AQ+C60)n clusters, mixed clusters were deposited
on SnO2 nanocrystallites. As the deposition continues we can
visually observe discoloration of the solution and coloration of
the electrode that is connected to positive terminal of the dc

Figure 7. (a) Absorption spectra of (Fc-FA-AQ+C60), (FA-AQ+C60),
C60, andFA-AQ in its monomer and cluster forms in acetonitrile/toluene
(3:1, v/v); [FA-AQ ] ) [Fc-FA-AQ] ) [C60] ) 0.31 mM. (b)
Absorption spectra of 1.2 mM C60 in aniline, benzene, and tetrachlo-
roethane.

Figure 8. (a) Transmission electron micrographs of clusters prepared
with [FA-AQ ] ) [C60] ) 0.31 mM, (b) prepared with [Fc-FA-AQ] )
[C60] ) 0.31 mM, and (c) prepared with [C60] ) 0.31 mM in
acetonitrile/toluene (3:1, v/v).
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power supply. Figure 9 shows the absorption spectra of OTE/
SnO2/(FA-AQ+C60)n, OTE/SnO2/(Fc-FA-AQ+C60)n, and OTE/
SnO2/(C60)n electrodes prepared using different precursor con-
centrations ofFA-AQ or Fc-FA-AQ and C60 in an acetonitrile/
toluene (3:1, v/v) mixture. An increase in absorbance of OTE/
SnO2/(FA-AQ+C60)n and OTE/ SnO2/(Fc-FA-AQ+C60)n in the
visible and near-infrared regions is evident from Figure 9 as
compared with that of OTE/SnO2/(C60)n without the dyad or
the triad. The formation of composite nanoclusters in mixed
solvents and their growth as microcrystallites are illustrated in
Scheme 1.

Photoelectrochemical Properties of Photovoltaic Cells.To
evaluate the photoelectrochemical performance of the (FA-
AQ+C60)n, (Fc-FA-AQ+C60)n, and (C60)n films, we used OTE/
SnO2/(FA-AQ+C60)n, OTE/SnO2/(Fc-FA-AQ+C60)n, and OTE/
SnO2/(C60)n as a photoanode in a photoelectrochemical cell.
Photocurrent measurements were performed in acetonitrile
containing NaI (0.5 M) and I2 (0.01 M) as redox electrolyte
and a Pt gauge counter electrode.

The IPCE values were calculated by normalizing the photo-
current values for incident light energy and intensity and using
eq 3:41b

where isc is the short circuit photocurrent (A/cm2), I inc is the
incident light intensity (W/cm2), andλ is the wavelength (nm).

The overall response of OTE/SnO2/(FA-AQ+C60)n [spectrum
(ii) in Figure 10a] parallels the broad absorption spectral

features, indicating the involvement of bothFA-AQ and C60 in
the photocurrent generation to afford the maximum IPCE value
as 9.7% at 470 nm. This value is significantly larger than the
maximum IPCE value for OTE/SnO2/(C60)n (4.7%) at 480 nm
(spectrum (iii) in Figure 10a). In contrast, the maximum IPCE
value of OTE/SnO2/(Fc-FA-AQ+C60)n (0.98%) at 465 nm
(spectrum (iv) in Figure 10a) is significantly smaller than that
for OTE/SnO2/ (C60)n.

The CS step in the OTE/SnO2/(FA-AQ+C60)n electrode can
be further modulated by the application of an electrochemical
bias.41b Figure 10b showsI-V characteristics of the OTE/SnO2/
(FA-AQ+C60)n electrode under the visible light illumination.
The photocurrent increases as the applied potential is scanned
toward more positive potentials. Increased charge separation and
the facile transport of charge carriers under positive bias are
responsible for enhanced photocurrent generation. The IPCE
value of OTE/SnO2/(FA-AQ+C60)n at an applied bias potential

Figure 9. Absorption spectra of electrophoretically deposited OTE/
SnO2/(FA-AQ+C60)n, OTE/SnO2/(Fc-FA-AQ+C60)n, OTE/SnO2/(C60)n

films at an applied voltage of 500 V dc for 1 min ([FA-AQ ] ) [Fc-
FA-AQ ] ) [C60] ) 0.31 mM).

SCHEME 1: Construction of Photocurrent Generation
Systems Using Dyad or Triad/C60 Mixed Nanoclusters

IPCE (%)) 100× 1240× isc/(I inc× λ ) (3)

Figure 10. (a) The photocurrent action spectrum (presented in terms
of % IPCE) of OTE/SnO2/(FA-AQ+C60)n (i) at an applied bias potential
of 0.2 V vs SCE and (ii) with no applied bias potential (iii) OTE/
SnO2/(C60)n with no applied bias potential and (iv) OTE/SnO2/(Fc-FA-
AQ+C60)n with no applied bias potential; electrolyte: 0.5 M NaI and
0.01M I2 in acetonitrile. (b)I-V characteristics of OTE/SnO2/(FA-
AQ+C60)n prepared from cluster solution of ([FA-AQ ] ) [C60] ) 0.31
mM) under visible light (λ > 370 nm) illumination; electrolyte: 0.5
M NaI and 0.01 M I2 in acetonitrile, input power: 28.3 mW/cm2.
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of 0.2 V vs SCE increases up to 17.9% at 465 nm [(i) in Figure
10a] corresponding toI-V characteristics in Figure 10b.45

In the case of the OTE/SnO2/(C60)n system, photoinduced
electron transfer between the iodide ion and the excited state
of C60 clusters is the primary step in the photocurrent generation,
followed by injection of electrons from the radical anion of C60

clusters into SnO2 nanocrystallites.40a,41bIn the OTE/SnO2/(FA-
AQ+C60)n system, photoinduced electron transfer from FA to
AQ and C60 in addition to photoinduced electron transfer from
the iodide ion to C60 contributes an increase in the photocurrent
generation as compared with the OTE/SnO2/(C60)n system. In
the case of the OTE/SnO2/(Fc-FA-AQ+C60)n system, however,
the fast back electron transfer from AQ•- to Fc+ in Fc+-FA-
AQ•- as compared with that inFA•+-AQ•- (vide supra) and
also from the radical anion of C60

•- to Fc+ results in a decrease
in the photocurrent generation as compared with the OTE/SnO2/
(C60)n system.

The existence of the radical ion pair (FA•+-AQ and C60
•-)

in (FA-AQ+C60)n clusters upon photoexcitation is confirmed
by ESR measurements in frozen acetonitrile/toluene (3:1, v/v).
The ESR spectrum of photoirradiated (FA-AQ+C60)n composite
clusters in frozen acetonitrile/toluene at 123 K is shown in
Figure 11a. The ESR spectrum consists of two signals, one of
which is attributable to C60

•- at a smallg value (g ) 2.002) by
the comparison of the ESR signal with that of the radical anion
of C60 clusters, produced independently via the photoinduced
electron transfer from dimeric 1-benzyl-1,4-dihydronicotinamide
to C60 clusters.16b,46,47The other signal at a higherg value is
thereby ascribed toFA•+-AQ. A similar ESR signal is observed
for the photoirradiated (Fc-FA-AQ+C60)n composite clusters
in frozen acetonitrile/toluene at 123 K (Figure 11b). In this case,
however, the ESR signal intensity is significantly smaller than
that observed for (FA-AQ+C60)n composite clusters (Figure
11a), because of the fast back electron transfer from the radical
anion of C60 clusters toFc+-FA-AQ .48

In conclusion, an extremely long-lived CS state attained in
FA•+-AQ•- is drastically shortened inFc+-FA-AQ •- by at-

taching the ferrocene unit, which has a larger reorganization
energy of electron transfer than that of the FA moiety, due to
a significant decrease in the CR driving force despite the longer
CS distance. Such a drastic difference in their CS lifetimes also
results in an opposite effect on the photoelectochemical proper-
ties of the composite films ofFA-AQ and Fc-FA-AQ with
fullerene clusters:FA-AQ enhances the photocurrent generation
in OTE/SnO2/(FA-AQ+C60)n as compared with OTE/SnO2/
(C60)n, whereasFc-FA-AQ retards the photocurrent generation.
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